
 

Year 5 Curriculum Overview – Summer Term 1 

 

SUBJECT CURRICULUM TOPIC 

English 
 

In English this term, we will be looking at the book ‘The Tin Forest’. It is an intriguing 
folktale about the sole dweller of ‘The Tin Forest’ and their dreams and aspirations. The 
children will explore writing in various genres, including characterisation, news articles 
and poetry. 

Reading 
 

Our Reading lessons complement our learning in other lessons. So, we will explore texts 
surrounding the topics of evolution and fossilisation (science) and the threats that face 
our planet currently and what we can do to help (geography). The children will have 
opportunity to explore new vocabulary and gain exposure to different types of texts. 

Maths 
 

Maths this half term will focus on the relationship between decimals and fractions and 
subsequently percentages and their utility.  

Science 
 

Our topic in science is ‘Humans and Animals over time’. We will consider the relevance of 
Charles Darwin and his theory and how dinosaurs and other fossilised creatures fit into 
scientific discovery.  

History 
 

Though we do not cover a historical topic this term, we will explore a lot of historical 
ideas alongside our science topic, naturally! 

Geography 
 

Energy and Sustainability is our focus this half term in geography. We will look at how to 
be more sustainable in our homes and schools, and as a world, what steps we could and 
should take to slow the effects of climate change and environmental damage. 

Religious 
Education 

We are looking at Sikhism this term, primarily focussing on how Sikhs show commitment 
to their faith and religion. We will explore this through symbols and religious traditions. 

Art 
 

Art this term focusses on the meaning within artistic creation. This type of topic will allow 
the children to not only explore various mediums of art, but why art is relevant and 
thought-provoking.  

Design & 
Technology 

We are focussing on Art this half term, but there are plenty of design elements and 
opportunities for the children to get creative! 

PSHE 
 

PSHE will encompass ‘Relationships’ this half term. We will consider how to understand 
ourselves better and how to stay safe and responsible online.  

PE 
 

P.E. will focus on tennis for the early part of the term and latterly the development of 
athletic skills.  

Computing 
 

We will explore vector drawing this term in computing. The children will harness the 
tools and understand what encompasses a vector drawing and then create one 
themselves. 

Music 
 

Year 5 have the benefit of an external music specialist this term to teach the basics of 
violin and drums.  

French 
 

We will be looking at the topic ‘Habitats’ in French this term, which will complement our 
science and topic curriculum areas well.  

 


